
Purpose  Loans  is  a  branch  

of  Gold  Alliance  Financial

Corporation .  We  strive  to

connect  you  with  the  most

suitable  loaning  deals  from

our  roster  of  lenders .  Since

our  launching  in  2008 ,  our

primary  goal  has  been  to

make  the  borrowing

process  uncomplicated  and

provide  services  that ’s  both

reliable  and  easy-to-use  for

both  new  and  longtime

homeowners  alike .

1. FRAGMENTED

2. OVERWHELMED
We  want  to  see  you

succeed  in  your  important

projects  with  our  help ,

working  only  with  highly

trained  and  organized

finance  specialists .

It  is  our  mission  to  help

you  f ind  the  perfect  way

to  get  what  you  need .

3. DELUSIONAL

You  can  choose  to  f i l l  up  our

online  assessment  form  or

schedule  a  meeting  with  one  of

our  experts–whichever  is  more

convenient  for  you !

6. ADDICTED
@surerealestate  

www .surerealestate .com

5. FEARFUL

We  uphold  a  high  standard  of

customer  service ,  working  only

with  highly  trained  and

organized  f inance  specialists .  

PROFESSIONALISM

We  are  honest  when  presenting

to  you  our  interest  rates .  Our

rates  are  affordable  and  with  no

hidden  charges .  

CONVENIENCE

4. WORTHLESS
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The Fragmented Syndrome is 

the result of being on the 

outside of our lives and 

finding it difficult to come to 

the center of ourselves. We 

feel disconnected from our 

core and compartmentalized, 

which causes different parts 

of us to come into conflict 

with each other and produces 

internal friction and 

psychological pain. Decisions 

made when we are far from 

the core of ourselves often 

turn out not to be in our best 

interests, thus bringing us even 

further pain. 

ESTATE  

The Overwhelmed Syndrome occurs 

when the external pressures upon us 

are greater than our ability to 

generate the energy we need to 

match those pressures. Our electro- 

immune system becomes swamped 

by other energetic frequencies 

which are not natural or authentic 

to us, and we often feel we cannot 

handle what is coming at us 

anymore. Expressions such as “I 

can’t handle it” and “I just can’t take 

it any more” are hallmarks of the 

presence of the Overwhelmed 

Syndrome. The Overwhelmed 

Syndrome is rampant and easy to 

observe in ourselves and others due 

to many factors in modern life, such 

as the vast increase in information 

coming at us on a minute–by–minute 

basis and the increase in 

interruptive signals from cell phones 

and other digital devices. 

The Delusional Syndrome occurs 

when there is a major gap and 

mismatch between how we 

perceive reality to be and what 

our reality actually is. When we 

are locked into an unreal view of 

the world, whether it is over- 

idealized or whether it is too 

pessimistic, we are subject to 

repeated shocks that bring 

psychological pain as our 

thought patterns and the 

assumptions and conclusions 

they create do not match the 

reality our experience reveals. 

The presence of the Delusional 

Syndrome produces expressions 

such as “How could I have been 

so foolish?” “Why was I so 

stupid?” and “Why couldn’t I see 

the truth?”  
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The Worthless Syndrome occurs 

when we feel that our lives do 

not amount to much. We are 

subject to an inferiority 

complex, which is an acute 

psychological pain that can 

become the default setting in 

both our mental and emotional 

lives. We feel that we are 

worthless, often regardless of 

the amount of success and 

external validation we receive.  

ESTATE  

There is rational fear that 

results from the perception of 

danger for which there is 

evidence. Alternately, there is 

fear of things that are highly 

unlikely to occur or will never 

happen. The Fearful Syndrome 

appears when we are plagued 

by irrational fears which lead 

to phobias and cause feelings 

of paralysis that prevent us 

from pursuing opportunities 

and impact our quality of life. 

The Addicted Syndrome 

manifests when we engage in 

behaviors, such as using drugs, 

alcohol, or food, to anesthetize 

ourselves so we do not 

experience the pain we are 

feeling. The Addicted Syndrome 

includes any habitual behavior 

that brings us temporary pleasure 

but has negative consequences 

and, in spite of the negative 

consequences, we feel unable to 

stop. The Addicted Syndrome 

offers short-term relief from 

psychological pain but has 

negative effects and increases 

our pain in the longterm. 
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The Deranged Syndrome 
manifests when we try to arrange 
our lives in alignment  to our goals 
but our existing mental and 
emotional patterns disrupt and 
sabotage our best intentions. We 
may not have installed these 
sabotaging patterns ourselves and 
may not even be aware of their 
existence. We only know that 
somehow we feel that we or other 
people keep ruining our lives. The 
Deranged Syndrome can appear 
as repetitive emotional outbursts 
we engage in and then later 
regret. The Deranged Syndrome 
often causes an emotional roller 
coaster ride, both in ourselves and 
for those who deal with us, 
because they and we often do not 
know when the next outburst is 
going to be triggered. The 
Deranged Syndrome can cause 
serious damage to our lives 
through the destruction of our 
personal and professional 
relationships and opportunities. 

ESTATE  

The Selfish Syndrome causes our 
energy field to literally become 
thick-skinned and closed off to 
others. There is a difference 
between being centered in self– 
which is a key remedy to the 
Fragmented Syndrome–and being 
self-centered, which can lead to 
selfishness and narcissism. When 
we are well-centered in our lives 
and interact with others, there is an 
empathetic flow of energy. 
However, when we are solely 
focused upon ourselves, our energy 
field shuts down and we become 
encased in our ego and resonate 
with the lower end of the energetic 
spectrum. This closes our mind, 
emotions, and energy field to the 
possibility of higher connections. It 
often takes a shock of realization to 
break open this closed, egotistical 
state. 

The Guilty Syndrome occurs 

when we feel guilty about 

something but we have done 

nothing wrong. Guilt can lead 

to shame, causing us to feel 

that there is something 

intrinsically wrong with us as a 

person and that we need to be 

ashamed not of what we have 

done, but of who we are. 
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